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AS I SIT DOWN to write this Editorial the world is waiting anxiously
to see if it is going to be plunged into war or not.
Of particular interest in this issue are Br Cletus Read's thoughts
on appropriate pastoral care for the Aranda people of Santa Teresa
and Alice Springs. I see his proposals as supporting the Lumko Small
Christian Communities vision that we were promoting in the Northem Territory over the last few years.
This will be the first number of Nelen Yubu produced trom my
new editorial base in Drummoyne. We would like to maintain the
Aboriginal apostolate as our central topic. We have moved out of
what has been our "mission" base for some thirteen years (cf. my
"Looking Back"). However, many church workers and Aboriginal
Catholics outside of the Territory would believe they are actually
moving faster and tarther than the church in the Northern Temtory.
By way of ihterest I counted up the number of people still living
in the NT who have contributed articles to Nelen Yubu since its
inception in 1978. Ot my own MSC confreres, only three, back in
1979 and 1981. The two Jesuits have made one contribution each. Br
Cletus Read FMS, who is writing in this issue, also published some
reflections back in 1980 and 1981. Other people who have contributed while resident in the NT include: four non-Catholic ministers,
three Aboriginal women, two male teachers and the wife of one of
them, and one politician. For real innovation one should look rather
to the Eastern Kimberley, and for purposive action to Queensland.
At the end of this month (January) I am due to go to PNO in
response to an invitation to serve on a steering committee that is
planning to organise research into localisation in the Pacific area.
The project is being sponsored by the Liturgical Catechetical Institute based in Goroka.
Martin Wilson msc
Editor

LAY MINISTRY

TODAY WE ARE SEEING a falling off of numbers of clergy and
hence a waning of clerical power in the Church. On the other hand
we are also seeing more importance being given to the role of the
laity, the transter ot some functions of ministry trom the clergy to
' the laity and even the fragmentation of some parishes into smaller
worshipping groups such as basic communities.
Those of us whose vision of
covers only the world of life
experience may be contused by these changes and perhaps they
suggest catastrophe and elicit feelings of dismay. If however we
extend the field ot our vision so as to take in the developments 01
the Church from the first Pentecost we will be able to make better
judgments, cultivate a more positive attitude to the changes and even
see the possibility of growth in this turn of events. Certainly any
person working in the field of support for basic communities or the
involvement of lay people in ministries should make a careful study of
the early hlstory of the Church because any initiatives we take must
develop as natural growth of the existing organism and not as grafts
of toreign materid which will certainly face rejection. We are reminded of this in many of the wise adages handed down to us from the
past: 'Don't put new wine in olde bottles'; 'You can't harness the
ox to the ass'; and there's even one about putting a patch of new
material on an old garment.
To arrive at a better understanding we need to take into account
the etrects of culture on human Uves and human institutions. When
the Father decided to send a messenger to invite a simple Hebrew
maiden to become the mother of his Son, he was determining that
Jesus would be part of a history reaching back almost 2000 years to
Abraham, and that christianity would first be presented to the world
as a natural development of Hebrew religious experjence. He was
also determining that the Hebrew (Jewish) Christian Church would
be the prototype for all other cultural groups that wished to establish
a local Christian Church. In particular he was determining that the
prototype of christianity would be presented in symbols rather than
in intellectual concepts and logical statements because Hebrew culture was still a peasant culture unlike the more urbanised cultures of
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the Greeks and the Romans. We know how the apostles proclaimed
the Oood News as they went from village to village and from town to
town because they have left the record of their methodology in the
Oospels. The apostles did not preach abstract doctrines or codes of
morals - they preached the person of Jesus. They presented Jesus as
the sublime symbol of christianity. If we wish to understand chrisdanity we study Jesus; if we wish to make an act of faith in christianity
we must make an act of faith in Jesus; if we wish to live christianity
we must follow Jesus.
A study of the history of the early Church informs us that, by
and large, the Jews rejected Christ and christianity so that the apostles and their helpers were constrained to proclaim the Good News
to the Gentiles who were mainly of Greek/Roman culture and who
lived in scattered cities such as Alexandria, Damascus, Antioch,
Ephesus, Colossae, Philippi and so on. This meant that christian
revelation more and more was proclaimed in the Greek language
using as medium Greek idiom and Greek thought patterns and Greek
imagery. Gradually too, the preachers were changing from presenting
the Good News in symbols only, and as we see in the epistles of Paul
they were sharing their reflections and abstract conclusions. This
process of a c c u l t u r a t i o n of christianity from Hebrew into
Oreek/Roman culture was greatly hastened by the sacking of Jerusalem in 70 AD. The defeated Jews were so widely dispersed that there
was no significant Jewish population left in Palestine thereafter and
no influential Jewish Christian Church. The Greek/Roman Church
rapidly became dominant and this change of culture brought about
incredible changes to ministry in the CMstian Church.
Peasant cultures derive from tribal cultures and retain many of
the values and attitudes of tribal cultures. The fundamental principle
of tribal law is equality and brotherhood. The object of tribal law is
to achieve unity and singleness of purpose and this is done by
making the interests of the community paramount over the interests
of the individual. Any tribal person who tries to put personal interest
before the interest of the tribe is quickly brought to heel and serious
deviations or persistent attempts at independent action result in
sudden and violent death. Tribal people don't tolerate tall poppies.
We must recall that CMst carried out his personal ministry among
the peasant types who lived in the small villages of Galilee and not
among the more sophisticated Jews of the larger towns and cities.
The gospel story tells us that Christ was radical in living equality - he
set aside all prejudices and risked giving deep scandal when he ate
with tax gatherers and sinners, mixed with Samaritans and conversed
with women of bad reputation. He put his life at risk when he dared
to raise his voice against religious authorities. We are therefore
bound to ask these questions:

Lay Ministry
Seeing that Jesus had these attitudes, how can he ever
have been led to institute ditterent classes of people in
the Church?
How did it happen that Jesus instituted

H

clergy with

all the power and exercising all the important ministries - and a laity who possess little power and who
have a very minor share of the ministries?

The answer is quite simple. He didn't.
h the Hebrew Church during the apostolic period there was a
positive insistence on absence of class and on sharing within the
christian community: 'The company of those who believed were of
one heart and one soul and no one said that any of the things which
he possessed was his own but they had everything in common' (Acts:
4, 32). There was no division into priests and iaity in the early
Hebrew Christian Church. The priestly function - the true priesthood - is peculiar to Christ who has enabled all christians to share in
it. In the christian communities of the first centuries there was no
independent priestly tunction that was exercised by a special caste of
ministers. As Paul points out there were differences in gifts and
these were used in the services of the community, so that the diff'erences in ministry resulted from differences in charism and not trom
power conferred by ordination. We should note that women were
excluded from using some of their charisms in the service 01 the
community because of cultural tactors which also derived from tribal
custom. The term 'laity' was first mentioned in church literature
towards the end of the tirst century in a letter by Clement of Rome
to the Corinthians and doesn't appear again for another century. The
idea ot a clergy separate trom a laity doesn't arise in the early Christian Church until the third century.
In the third century the Greek/Roman Christian Church was the
dominant christian church and in a short space of time, due to various circumstances such as persecutions, all the ministries became
centralised in the bishop. Some functions (e.g. catechist.) just disappeared - the social image of others was reduced (e.g. reader) - and
most other functions were taken over by appointed clergy.
The Age of Constantine (303-337) opened new perspectives for
the institutions of the church. After the conversion of Constantine,
christianity trom having been an illicit religion, became a religion that
was at tirst tolerated, and then with break-taking speed, privileged.
As a result the clergy were granted numerous privileges: they were
not obliged to pay land tax, they were exempted trom the special tax
on silver and on trade so that they were placed in a very tavourable
position in business, and they did not have to carry out the more
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menial civic duties such as baking bread for the soldiers of the imperial army. Naturally this brought on a rush of people to join the
clergy, especially the sons of the rich families, so that the bishops
had to issue an edict claiming sovereign power to decide who was to
join the clergy and who was to be excluded. From this arose demands at the Council of Sardica (343-344)that candidates for the
clergy should be put to the test by having first to cany out the minor
functions of reader, deacon and presbyter before they were installed
as clergy authorised to cany out the more important functions. So
the clerical career became ritualised. From this time on laymen could
compensate for their inferior status only by making use of civil
power. With the disappearance of the Roman Empire and the rise of
barbarians in Europe, this led to a history of struggle tor power
between church and state. This situation of ministry in the church
has remained more or less static up till the present century.
We should not be surprised by this human side to the history of
the Church. Culture is of human invention and accordingly has
strengths and weaknesses too, so that when christianity is implanted
in a culture it benefits in some ways and is distorted in other ways.
We must realise that there are two sides to Greek (and Roman)
culture and character as Copleston points out:
As beneath the splendid achievements of Greek cul-

ture we see the abyss of slavery, so beneath the
dream-world of Olympian religion we see the abyss of
lack of moderation. The Greeks (and the Romans)
certainly had the ideal of moderation but they were
constantly being lured awa from it by the will to
power. The Greek admired erficiency - he admired the
ideal of the strong man who knows what he wants and
has the ower to get it; his conception of class was
largely tRat of abiUty to achieve success. For a frank.
or rather, blatant acknowledgement of the unscrupulous will to ower of the Greek (and Roman) we have
only to r e a l the report by Thucydides of the conference between the representatives of the Athenians and
those of the Island of Melos. The Athenians declare:
'But you and we should say what we really think, and
aim only at what is possible, for we both alike know
that into the discussion of human affairs the question
of justice only enters where the pressure of necessity
is equal, and that the powerful exact yhat they can
and the weak grant what they must ....When the
Melians tinally had to surrender, the Athenians ut .all
the men to death, enslaved all the women an children, and colonised the island with their own settlers and all this at the zenith of Athenian S lendour and
achievement. (Histoly of Philosophy, vo ume l, page
18 by Frederick Copleston sj).

a
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It is true that Oreek/Roman culture has brought great benefits
to christianity especially in the fields of philosophy, of art, or organisation and of t h e development o f law. I t is also t r u e t h a t
Oreek/Roman culture has created a hierarchy of power in the church
quite alien to the character of the apostolic christian church and this
has been largely responsible for making ministry a monopoly of the
clergy. Today we are witnessing a rise to influence of' christian
churches of other cultures and a falling off in power of the clergy
and a restoration to the laity of some of the functions of ministry.
We should not be advocating a return to the apostolic church model
because the milieu today is vastly different from that of two thousand
years ago. Our vision should be of a renewed church in which the
ideals of the apostolic church are upheld but which also takes into
account changes in society such as the liberation of women.
There is not much literature available for those who wish to read
more deeply into the subject of ministry in the early church and most
that has been written is in French and German. I have drawn much
of the historical material in this article from a book which came on
to the shelves only this year and I acknowledge here that at times I
have quoted word for word from the book.
ALEXANDRE FAIVRE (translated into English by
David Smith): The Emergence of the Laity in the
Eary Church - French Edition 1984 - En h Edition
1990 - Paulist Press New York. Available mm St Paul
Book and Media Centres.
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BIBLICAL AND ABORIGINAL WOMEN OF NOTE
A Reflection on Matthew, Chapter One

Clare Ahem rsj

WHEN I AM ENERUETIC, I walk through the hills back of Mimb g k i before the tropical sun begins its daily scorching of the people
in the north of Australia. Some mornings, to chase away the business
of the day or the doom and gloom of negative thinking, I don the
headphones, plug into the walkman and listen to the latest guru that
has blessed our western shores. On this particular morning 1 felt in
need ot some terninine inspiration, a softer, compassionate, simpler
approach to life so 1 chose to listen to Mary in the Scriptures by
Frank Maloney.
The dog and myself set ott together through the dawnlit hills,
each of us intent on our own agenda. Lady Kelly was happy chasing
the crows and springing through the spinifex disturbing lizards and
anything else that lived at that level, while 1 tuned into Frank Maloney. So keeping my eye on the changing morning colours on the
hills, the flocks of birds overhead and the variety of creature tracks
on the bush roads, I reflected on Mary as seen through the eyes of
Frank Maloney. 1 liked his point of view so 1 listened to the tape
twice, unplugged the modem paraphernalia (which I often think must
be offensive to the Ciod-sounds around me) and contemplated my
own conclusions and teelings.
It was Frank's point of view on the opening chapter ot Matthew's Gospel that was churning over in my mind. Previously I had
read or listened to the genealogy of Jesus with a tascination tor the
wonderful assortment of male names, a puzzlement at the insertion of
the few female names, but most of all with interest in the link that
was so easily connected with the birth of Jesus. The gitt that was
given to me on this particular morning was the point that Frank
made about the women in that long genealogy. There were five
Sf Clare Ahem n/ ic ltationed at Yinilingki , p e g Creel, 9 1 She had intended this article lot our
Chr'ittnhs 1990 itsue but unfortanatelg tt mved Late for press.
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women, Tamar, Kahab, Ruth, Uriah's wite and of course Mary. He
emphasised the point that each of these women, judged by the standards of society in their days, was in some sort of irregular or different
sexual relationship, yet each of these women was chosen to be part
of the genealogy of Jesus and part of God's plan ot salvation.
During the day I felt motivated to read more about the women that
Matthew cared to mention.
'There was Tamar (Gen 38) who had twin sons by her father-inlaw. Tamar was treated unjustly by her tather-in-law and in the
course of time deceived him. As a result the twin boys were born,
one of whom belonged to the genealogy ot Jesus. Then there was
Rahab (Joshua 2 , 6 ) who was called a harlot. She was the shrewd
woman who protected Joshua's spies when they entered Jericho. As a
result her family and extended family were saved. Next came Ruth
and the clever way Naomi led her daughter-in-law through loveengendering strategies and matchmaking to the kind and loving heart
of Boaz. Ruth gave us Obed who was the grandfather of King David.
Uriah's wife; Bethsheba, tollowed next. She was invited to have a
little aftair with the king while her husband was away at war. Uriah,
being an obstacle to David's love life, had to be eliminated and in the
course of time David's unjustly acquired wife produced two sons and
consequently Solomon arrived in the genealogy of Jesus. Finally we
come to Mary, the mother of Jesus and again by the norms of the
day, Jesus was illegitimate. Mary, who was young, vibrant, beautiful
and in connection with her God, suffered trom the gossipmongers
and the righteous, and the sight ot the pain and confusion on Joseph's tace.
These were the women mentioned by Matthew, the women
whom Frank Maloney pointed out as living in irregular sexual relationships. The women who were so vitally important in the genealogy
of Jesus.
During the silent moments of the rest of the day Mary was not
occupying my thoughts as I had planned, but each of the other
women in the genealogy was. Somehow these women were connecting with my reality. Eventually 1 found myself reflecting on the leadership in the Aboriginal community where I lived. The leadership in
the community is with the women at this point in time, women who
were very much needed for the life and growth of the community.
Each of these leaders, like the women in the genealogy, was in an
irregular sexual relationship.
I retlected on the more traditional women leaders within the
community and again at the present time or during their lite, they are
or were, by the standards of their society, in irregular relationships.
By the standards of western society nowadays this is not unique
but what I find unique is that against all odds, the odds ot racial
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discrimination, overcrowded homes, males with alcohol problems,
teenage delinquent problems, an overt or covert attitude of condescension from many non-Aboriginal helpers or co-workers and the
pressure from many government departments, these women exercise
their leadership and are the recognised and accepted leaders of their
communities. They are not leading because of support trom extended
tarnilies (even though some have this as well) or non-Aboriginals or
tanfares or because they have been appointed leaders. Most of the
women 1 know lead because of resources within them, inner resources of great depth. None of them have been otficially appointed
by anyone.
Most of the women I know lead within the limits of traditional
boundaries which means the care and leadership centres around the
interests and concerns ot the immediate family or extended family
and maybe a tew other families. However when the need is there
these women leaders unite to face the destructive issues that bring
pain and death into their communities.
The less traditional women usually exercise their leadership in a
more contemporary style. It is usually through various offices, agencies and departments. Their concerns and involvements are wider
than the traditional boundaries. However with their traditional sisters
they unite to tace common painful worries. Sometimes these less
traditional women suffer if they live in more traditional societies.
'Their understanding of appropriate ways of handling problems may
cause them to challenge traditional ways of solving non-traditional
problems. This okten brings a feeling of frustration and despair into
their lives and even a feeling of aloneness especially when they have
to confront the more traditional members of their immediate family.
Like many capable leaders they fully understand the issue involved
and the necessary approach but the remainder of the community is
often too hesitant, too afraid of kinship ties or too terrified of reprisals. These women are usually very brave and patient leaders. They
often have to be bridges between their own people and nonAboriginal people and they frequently suffer in their efforts to bring
about understanding. They could do with the support of a strong,
stable and loving partner but in my experience they usually are the
strong ones.
When reflecting on Tarnar, Rahab, Naomi, Ruth, Bethsheba and
Mary, it was the inner and collective strength ot Aboriginal women
that came before me. There are very few Josephs, Davids, Joshuas
and Boazs. They are the strength, giving nourishment to the weak.
They are everywhere, where there is need of Me, hope and youth.
They are found in the cities, in the rural areas and in the traditional
places. Where the new life is, it will be discovered that they have
given birth to it and nourished it and in most cases they did it alone,
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without the encouragement of a stable relationship. These women are
the wonders and heroines of Australia.
Throughout history they continued the genealogy of their people.
Sometimes they played the part of a Naomi or a Ruth and at other
times a Tamar, Rahab or Bethsheba, and many times a Mary. They
have had to choose relationships that were irregular but ones that
allowed life and growth to continue and they suffered the pain of a
Tamar, the shame ot a Rahab, the regret of a Bethsheba, the intrigues of a Naomi and at times the love and support of a Ruth and
a MW. 'They knew what they had to do to continue life. Like many
women they longed for the present of a pleasant, companionable,
strong, consistent relationship with a Joseph or a Joshua but they
were forced to choose otherwise tor the sake of lite, their people and
the tuture. They did what they knew was right tor them, even though
the members of other cultures and religions, in their righteousness
and Ignorance, often looked on and condemned their ways, not realising how biblical were these ways and how such ways were also
accepted in the genealogy ot Jesus.
They also did not know that these great women relate constantly
with the sacred in their lives. All the leaders I know have a deep
taith, either in their own belief system or in christianity or in both. A
belief in a God that cares is important to them but not necessarily in
a God that demands attendance at church with good clothing and
shiny shoes, in order to feel comfortable with the other members of
the congregation. It is a Ctod that is often called upon in times of
pain and is frequently not met in the churches but in the quiet
support of co-workers. It is a God who sits around the campfire with
them as they pray for the latest victim of an alcohol-related accident,
a Ood who sits at a hospital bed and a God who comes to them in
the ottering of gifts of bread and wine under bough sheds, in the
shade of leafy trees or on the verandahs of those who need. It is not
a God who likes show and pompous displays but a Ood who walks
with them through life, celebrating when there is reason to celebrate
and being silent and hidden when that is the need. It is a God who
cares and understands, who knows when to invite and challenge and
when to wait. It is the God who can identify with the feeling of being
unwanted in your own country and a Clod who has shown, through
his Son, that he cares tor women and can share in their hopes,
dreams and pain.
Our country is blessed with the unsung songs ot Australian
women, untold stories of Aboriginal women leaders who have had to
lead without the support ot their mentolk. Those of us who have
walked alongside them have seen and felt the strength, wisdom and
humour in their leadership. They wear it lightly, leading when it is
necessary and taking the fringe benefits as they come. Leadership is
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not seen as limiting but as part of life, mixed with pain and pleasure.
We have so much to learn from them.
Matthew's opening chapter carries within it the stories of some
great women in the personal history of Jesus and an invitation to
those with 'eyes to see and ears to hear', to ponder the contribution
made to society by Aboriginal women leaders and to appreciate the
unique gifts and characteristics of these women.
I am gratetul that Frank Maloney's tape and my walk through
the hills lead me into appreciating once more the great Aboriginal
women leaders that I know.

ON THE NULLABOR

All is poor upon the plains of Nullabor
but here all burning questions shine like stars
where the only thing to do is simply be.
The empty nothingness of this wide world
gently opens the locks of deepest thought.
Only the lonely voice is heard by everyone.

I pour affection upon a desert flower.
A lizard creature crawling on the sand
releases thoughts that leap towards the sun.

Rod Cameron osa

SACRED POOL
The Elder led us out from Bamboo Creek
along the cassowary ways of a torest world
where we walked in the cool of sombre shade.
Late afternoon we came to the Sacred Pool
touched by mystic shafts of silvery light
and so intense was his reverence tor this place
that his body trembled in the hold of awe.
To my unknowing eyes the pool was plain
as any hidden in these emerald vaults
but his faith-vision saw such deep significance
that this pool probed the core of his identity.

Rod Cameron osa

Hum RAHNER'S ESSAYS (7)

Children of the Moon (and Sun), continued

Dan O'Donovan

2 The Church In Labour

IN THE ALE%WDRIAN tradition the visible empirical is only a
faint shadow of the spiritual reality within the wholehearted disciple
of Jesus, and even more of the eschatological Bride, personal and collective. In its present stage the Church is but a dim reflection of its
own fullness which is to come, in Christ. That is why in her present
condition she must die, and die repeatedly like SelkB Yet even now
in the night of her earthliness, she casts a consoling light deriving
from Christ, as when the moon lights up the way of a traveller in the
night.
Moreover, &dtag@os en synod6 he'Sel&b This densely-packed
sentence from Eusebius, (Praep.evang.,III,12), encapsulates all previous belief and christianises it: (literally) 'SelkB is hydrag&ue, waterleading, in the intercourse.' In the synodos the nuptial self-giving
union with Haos, SelkT! becomes aquaceous (Wasserspenderin) and
so obtains from the sun the strength to fructify and promote all
growth upon m,indeed, to become mother of all that is born.
The multiform world of Greek lunar wisdom is here of utmost
moment. The Fathers' proclamation of the Church's dying always had
in mind its correlative: her motherly fruitfulness, her life-giving
strength in water. The underlying doctrine is none other than that
contained from the start in the Apostles' Creed and the pauline
letters: that all life in the Spirit comes from the death of the Bestower of the Spirit, even as his own resurrection follows the Cross. The
Church is the mystical sequel to the life of Jesus. Just as he, by his
glorifying death was manifested as Spirit-imparting Messiah; just as
he, the exalted One, by the power of his ascension poured out upon
all flesh the living water of the Spirit; so now the Church, in the
strength of her ongoing dying with Christ, mediates the Spirit on
Earth as his sacramental presence.

It was noted by Theophilus of Antioch, and became common in
later commentaries on the hexaemeron, that Ood made sun and
moon only on the fourth day of creation, while seeds and plants had
been made on the third. 'The sun is younger than herbs and grass',
says Ambrose. ThLs was to show that these owe their existence not to
sun and moon as 'the philosophers' maintained, but to the divine
wisdom of the Creator. That this was no mere literary aside, but
addressed a pressing apologetic need k evident from the fact that
not only Theophilus, Basil and Ambrose, but Chrysostom, Severianus
of Oabala and others dealt with it in detail. The need was the everpresent danger of an idolising of lunar influence. Here the Fathers
stepped in with Church doctrine, corrected prevalent mythology, but
in correcting, transmitted it for the enrichment of the ages. Rahner
'from
O~S~N
~ S the
, pulpits of Basil and Ambrose, Plutarch begins to
speak.'
It is Methodius of Philippi who, in his Symposium, first expounds a theolbgy of the child-bearing Church under the image of
Seliin& The 'pneumatic full-moon' of the Church, her constant
w&g
unto everlasting completion, lies in her forever-bearing
of spiritual children in Baptism. She draws the strength for this
supernatural motherhood from her newmoontime coition with Christ
the Sun, who in mystical ecstasy emptied himself on the Cross and
rose again as now immortal Light. The Church is thus a 'waxing
moon'; in the newly-baptised she waxes by virtue of the mystically
ongoing death of Jesus. 'Daily she grows in size and beauty and
fullness, thanks to the loving embrace of the Logos, who still today
comes down to us and lies in ecstasy whenever we celebrate the
memorial of his Passion. Else the Church would not be able to
receive the faithful and bring them forth into the world by the bath
of regeneration.'
The pre-christian Oreek tradition outlined earlier helps us understand the otherwise dffficult passage in Methodios about the pregnant Woman of Revelation 12: 'She stands on the moon. By the
moon, in my opinion, [Scripture] wants to say the faith of those
cleansed of death by virtue of the baptismal bath. For the light of
Sd&G has relationship rather to lukewarm water, and upon her every
moist substance depends. In this SelkZ is a clear type of the Church:
she stands upon our faith and our membership and until the fullness
of the nations is gathered in, she lies in motherly travail,, in her
labour transforming psychics into pneumatics. Por this reason she is
a true mother.'
It is just possible that Methodios had in mind the liturgical
practice of using tepid water in the font for Baptism by immersion.
He wodd also have remembered the ancient account, stemming from
apocryphal writings, of the 'huge fire' which flared up from the water

at the Baptism of Jesus, itself doubtless deriving from nature mythology. It is of interest that one Syrian liturgy states in its baptismal
ceremonial: Quo tempore adscendit [Jesus] sb aquis, Sol inclinavit
radios suos (when he came up out of the waters, the sun lowered its
rays). Thus the fire in the baptismal water is sunlight, which explains
why the water is fruitful. Also worth noting is the fact that Christians considered the baptismal water to have been warmed primordially by the Holy Spirit's moving over the waters at creation. After
Basil's allusion in the Hexaemeron commentary (2,6), based on a text
of Ephrem the Syrian, to the moving of the Spirit over the waters as
'a life-productive warming', and as a 'brooding', the warm-moist
association with the baptismal rite became widespread, witness in
particular Ambrose, Jerome and Augustine. This ties in well with
Greek teaching on the elements, according to which the air, pneuma,
is 'warm and moist'. Finally we may record the custom in the blessing of the baptismal water, of mixing in some myrrh. As the ancient
world understood it, oil is 'warm and moist', and is closely related to
fire; that is why it is good for warming.
In this line of thought the faithful were seen as 'little fieh' (cf.
Mt 13,47-48 par.), born virginally from the sea of the Church. Hence
TerNlian's famous declaration: 'We are born in water, nor shall we
be saved but by abiding in water' (De bapt., 3). Ambrose's reference
to the sea as the 'loving womb' of fish w a ~applied to the Church.
For on the £ifth day of creation, that is to say after the coming into
being of sun and moon, the waters brought forth 'swarms of living
creatures..., great sea monsters and every living creature that moves
with which the waters swarm.' (Gen 1,20-21): an image of the
Church, virginal and motherly at once, with its rite of initiation. She
is the 'energy' which has an influence on the supernatural plane as
SelZnB has on the natural. (Symposion, VIII,6).
With the platonic word-play wellknown from the Kratylos, the
Church was indeed SelEnZ, that is neon selas, as with 'new light' she
converts neophytes into neoph&s - a reference to Baptism's other
name phaisma (enlightenment), from the Sun of righteousness
imagery. Baptism is in fact at once birth and enlightenment. The
Church in consequence is not only 'enlightening power' (Symposion,
VII1,S) but also 'bearer of the baptised' (ibid.,6).
The second commentator to transmit to us this strong lunar
ecclesiology is a monk who lived in the seventh century, at the close
of the Greek patristic period, Anastasius of Sinai.
Anastasius is well aware of the difference between his own
mystical interpretation of Genesis and the more reserved, scientific
approach of Basil, Eustathius and Chq%ostom;and it is in the Alexandrian exegesis we must look for the roots of his thought.
The earthly aeon of the Church, the 'night' of this world, lit by

the spiritual SelZa-16, is the time extending from the moment of
CMstJs death when, born from his heart's blood, with his setting she
arose, to the day when the Sun of righteousness will break through to
shine forever.
In this night, with the self-emptying Jesus as Lord, our life
unfolds. The whole world process is a continual bearing and rebearing, through SelkZ: till night ends. The doctrinal consistency of
Anastasius' vision is well caught in the following passage: 'In the
heavens, the sun has the firs: part and the first place, since Christ
(the Intelligible Sun) is above every principality and power in heaven,
as the doorway opening to the Father. On earth however where he
humbled himself, taking the form of a sexvant, he voluntarily gave the
first part to the Church as to his own Body: I mean the mystery of
Baptism. For just as in heaven Christ is our gate and our way to the
Father, so also on earth Baptism is our gate and our way to the
Father - to Christ through the Church' (Hexaemeron, 5). This
profoundly doghatic ordering: baptismal water Church - Christ the Father, now represents that supernatural cosmos, of which the
earthly cosmos of the elements is but a pale image. 'The moon, that
is the Church, in preaching the Trinity, illumines; she moistens by
giving baptism.' (ibid., 4).
The development of the dew symbolism follows two lines. Firstly
the Incarnation itself is seen as the descent of heavenly dew from the
'upper waters' composed from the ethereal crystal-heaven. It happens
as silently and unobserved as the nightly fall of dew when the moon
is full. (References to Origen, Hippolytus, Ambrose, Methodios,
Jerome, Theodoret, Haymo, Peter Lombard). Secondly the dew
image is applied to the grace of the Spirit, shared with us through
the Incarnation: in aesfu temepries (coolness in the heat). For Origen
the Spirit is a 'soul-cooling dew'. This dew of divine grace, adds
Hllary, is mediated only by the Church.
Commenting on the Song of Songs, 5,2: '...my head is wet with
dew, my locks with the drops of the night', Ambrose remarks: 'For
even as the dew from the sky does away with nocturnal dryness, so
the dew of our Lord Jesus CMst has poured out the moisture of
eternal life on all secular and nightly darkness.' The christian symbolism of the 'dew of grace', or of 'the cooling water of the Spirit', is
closely connected with the old idea of the dew-giving moon, though
several texts in Scripture also played a part, e.g. Ckn 27,28, Dt 32,2;
Judg. 6,37; Son 5,2; PS 72,6; Dan 3,46.
'Rightly then is the Church compared t o the moon,' says
Maximus of Turin, 'because she...quickens with the dew of Baptism
the earth of our body.'
More. She 'is "fair as the moon" (Song 6,lO) because illumined
by the splendour of her Spouse and resplendent with his grace. Or
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she is fair as the moon in this present life, when at times she grows
in security and peace, at other times declines, obscured by adversity.
She is "bright as the sun'' in the other life, where forever she shall
shine by the vision of her Founder.'

3. The C h d in Radiance

The maternal labour of the Church has one meaning only:
progress toward 'the rising of the perfect Light on that great day,' as
Methodios puts it; the 'abiding with the Sun' of the end-time, which
is the essence of cMstian desire. The mystery of the visible earthly
Church is eschatological. Its present nature can be grasped only with
an eye on the final goal; or better, with an eschatological eye on the
present. The term of the Church-mystexy is the resurrection of the
body, prefigure'd in Baptism. AU baptismal symbolism points that
way. It is for the baptised the 'last' truth; it is also the first. The
resurrection of the body is for early Church dogmatics the passionately investigated and defended ultimate meaning of the mystery in
CMst and in the Church. It is at the same time however, that truth
which was most assailed by the 'spirituality' ideal of contemporary
Oreek religiosity. Says Augustine: h n d a re sic contradicitur fidd
chtktianae quam in resurrectlone moxiuonun (in no matter is Christianity more contradicted than the resurrection of the dead). He finds
one deep and readily understandable symbol of this end-time resurrection in the constantly repeated changes of the moon.
We are therefore still in the continuing line of patristic ecclesiology when we treat now of the relation between Church and
resurrection of the body and show from which set of lunar concepts
the Church drew in this last article also of its teaching.
We know from Basil and Ambrose how people in those days
were saddened to see the changing and diminishing moon. Not only
unbelievers but Christians too, well into the beginning of the Middle
Ages, painfully took part in the moon's waning and would sing out to
her their heartfelt Wee Luna (Conquer, moon). It started certainly
as a deep-rooted superstition, against which the Church Fathers
waged unrelenting battle. But they recognised that ancient areek
thought and prayer had imbued the idea with a precious content.
SelhBs nightly journeying symbolised the destiny of the human soul.
For above the moon with its dreary mutability lay the blest
unchanging region of the spirits, from which souls come, and to
which their longing is to return. Here below, beneath the moon, all is
dark, filled with demons and subject to blind fate. Hippolytus enunciates Heraclitos' vim 'All space around us is full of evil; this extends

from Earth to the moon but not beyond, for the space above the
moon is quite pure.'
We have to keep in mind this cosmic and mystical word from the
lunar piety of late antiquity to appreciate the symbolic virtuosity of
patristic theology of the moon as image of the coming resurrection
and of beatitude.
We owe to Poseidonios the popularising of the aristotelian
Selenology into a system of nature-mysticism. After him, SelEnE
became the demarcation point between Earth and Heaven. In the half
philosophical, half mystical thought-world of the later Stoa, of
Neopythagoreanism and in the Mystery religions, this lunar mysticism
grew.
In the sublunar region is the 'darke air, all is mortal and decaying. Except that is for spiritual souls, which come from the space
beyond the moon, the ether and h.
Cicero stated that in his So&urn Scipionis '& the lowest sphere Luna rotates, lit by the rays of
the sun. Below that, all is mortal and passing, apart from souls given
to the human race. by the grace of the gods; above the moon, all is
eternal.' Plutarch and Apuleius, but also Phi10 who so influenced
Christian thought, saw things that way. Beyond the moon, 'behind
the moon', where 'metaphysics' begins, all is filled by the sanctus
aether, all is immortal and divine. From there comes the soul like a
spark out of the ether, or a drop out of the crystal water which flows
from the celestial crater. SelTnE is the 'olympic Earth' , the ultima
divinonun (last of divine things) which is indeed close to us, but still
in her mixture with 'fluid light' and 'ethereal fire' belongs wholly to
the immortal realm. Thither ascend the souls of the good, or those
purified through the Mysteries. In the tranquil air around the moon
they abide, until they be found worthy to be carried higher into the
fiery region of the ether.
Quite otherwise is it in the dark air-region below the moon.
Here the demons. live. Above all, through Aristotle and the later
Stoa, one idea came to be accepted: evergthing this side of the moon
exists under the coercion of Fate, Heimannen& against whom there
is no appeal. (HGheimarmeng- that which is allotted; from verb
mehmai to receive as one's portion; Moira the goddess of Fate.)
In this conviction lies rooted the anxious striving of the people of
those times (and these latter times of ours?), to gain some understanding through astrology of the laws which govern the courses of
the stars, and so to disentangle themselves from the binding mesh of
Fate. The Mysterg religions could offer their initiates nothing more
attractive than freedom from determined destiny. The Isis devotee is
released by the favour of the Mother-Goddess (-Isis-Luna) from the
coils of Fate; for Isis holds back the noxious influence of the stars.
Adepts in the hermetic system believed that, in attaining to wisdom
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and perfection, they would rise above the region of, Fate. When
SelkB diminished at newmoon, they would try to come to her help,
noisfly driving away the hordes of sublunar demons and wishing ailing
SelhB victory. In lunar magic people sought to draw Luna down, to
empower themselves by her and so to have part in her liberation.
They wore small moons of gold as demon-repelling fetishes, gave
them as birthday presents; for Luna direds our lives and every birth
is dependent on her. Ivory lunulas (little moons) which Roman patricians carried on their shoes symbolised 'an inner dwelling upon the
moon and hence the hope that after death their soul would once
again have the moon under its feet', that is to say would have entered the calm of the upper region.
So it was that the religious voice of late antiquity, in relation to
which the Church always had to explain its position, contained often
on the one hand an element of crude superstition. On the other it
also contained, at all events in its spiritually eminent representatives,
an inspired sense of God's closeness and of longing for the beyond
which was stirred by the sight of shining moon and stars. 'In the
starry night the spirit inebriates itself on the light, which the fire of
the ethereal pours upon it. Borne along by the impulse of enthusiasm, it raises itself aloft to the blessed choir of the stars and follows
their harmonious movement. It shares their irnrnortalitg and, already
before death, communes with the Gods.'
This intuition which in its uncannily oppressive vagueness is so
touching, now met its response in the Church's clear knowledge of
the resurrection of the body. In his commentary on Psalm 89,
Augustine expressly mentions that the people of his time offered
many an understanding on the afterlife of the disincarnate soul, but
nothing on the contiiuance of the body 'on the immortality of the
soul many of the gentiles, even their philosophers, had much to say
and conunitted this fact to writing in many books. As to the resurrection of the flesh, they never waver. They flatly contradict it in such a
way as to claim that this earthly flesh simply cannot ascend to heaven. Thus is Luna perfect indeed in eternity, and against all its g&sayers a faithful witness in the sky.' Four hundred yeam on, he found
himself facing the same resistance Paul had faced in the Athenian
areopagus. (See Acts 17,18ff;cf. 1 Cor 15,12).
And yet even in the thought of late antiquity, above all in the
Mystery religions, one can trace a suspicion of corporal resurrection.
It was with this that the Church made connection in its preaching.
The numerous extant treatises of early christian theology on the
resurrection of the body direct their gaze to the starlit sky, symbol of
human longing for the beyond. SehZ is the great sign of the rising,
realised in the Church and in all who are born from her motherly
womb. The seer of Patmos himself considered the Church as the

woman in travail, standing on the moon - raised that is, above all
vicissitude, above the forces of decay and disintegration, above the
governance of Pate and the kingdom of the 'spirits of this air'.
What the Church promised her baptised children, in a sense
quite other than the Mystery religions, was liberation from stardeterminism. For all the heavenly bodies 'faithfully project the
mystery of the Logos, and Sel'nT: obeys the command of the Logos',
says the Letter to Diognetus. This liberation happens in Baptism, as
Justin observes in the famous Baptism-chapter of his first Apology.
Clement of Alexandria too, in his excerpt from Theodotus, has preserved words for us which show how regularly Baptism was described as a being set free from the bonds of HeimaimenG Through
the Spirit-filled water of Baptism the fiery glow of the stoicheia
(elemental spirits) is extinguished; Christ's care takes the place of
lawless sublunar Pate.
There is one indication in particular which shows how closely
doctrine on the' Church as true Selk6 is joined to an apologetics
against belief in Fate: the fact that the Church Fathers in their
commentaries on the Hexaemeron, keep returning with insistence to
this subject.
The baptised Christian is 'exempt from all necessity', says
Methodios. And as Origen, and later again Chrysostom explained,
Ood's Providence for his children extends further than the moon.
Eloquently they inveigh against astrology and moon-magic. For
Ambrose, the magicians who with their arcane formulas try to draw
the moon down from the sky, are a symbol of the demonic powers
bent upon removing the true SelkC, the Church, from her statlo, her
6rm place in heaven. But the Church is above these demonic forces
since she has part in the mystery of the Christ who has entered the
realm of the unchangeable. N U incantatores vdest ubi Christi can&
cum cotidie decantatur (the enchanters are powerless where the
canticle of Christ is daily chanted). The Church, he adds, has her
own 'Magician' - Christ himself, the 'exalted' One, and hence has
taken the efficacy out of all 'egyptian mumbling'. 'Women have their
moon-shaped pendants, says Jerome; these we interpret as reminders
of the Church, illumined by the Sun of righteousness.'
SelEzG is the image of human mortality, and at the same time a
symbol of the coming resurrection. Theophilus of Antioch speaks of
'the rising of the moon', and makes use of astronomical tenns concerning her different phases to show she always dies with a view to
her rising. This is a type of our own resurrection. Tertullian with his
sharply dialectical thought and writing went further, seeing in the
death and rising of the stars and planets an expression of a dialectical law of the universe, itself a reflection of the mystery of man: "the
universal condition is recidive. Whatever you come to has already

been. Whatever you lose, there is nothing which does not recur.
Evexything returns to its starting-point, which departs. All begins
when it ceases to be. It is finished, that it may become. Nothing
perishes but for its wholeness. Therefore this whole turning order of
events bears witness to the resurrection of the dead.'
From then on the entire patristic tradition saw in the dying and
reborn SelhZ a declaration of the resurrection of the body; and in
the statement of Revelation that the new Jerusalem shall have no
more need of sun and moon, the fulfillrnent of Ood's salvific action,
in Christ and in the Church.
In the 14th century Dante Alighieri crowns the imagery we have
been tracing through the ages. The second canto of his 'Paradise'
relates how he and Beatrice soar to the sphere of the Moon at a
speed approaching that of light. They actually enter the moon, 'the
eternal pearl' ( I ) , pass into its substance as light passes into water, as
God incarnated himself into man, or as the saved soul passes over
into Ood, without disruption of the substance entered.
II,30
31

34

"che n'ha congiunti con la prima stella." (Luna)
Pareva a me, che nube ne comprisse
Lucida, spessa, solida e pulita,
Quasi adamante che 10 Sol ferisse
Per entro se I'etterna margarita
ne ricevette, com' acqua recepe
raggio di luce pemanendo unita.

(Beatrice says to him:)
Saying: 'Turn mind in gratitude to God
Who has united us with the first star.'
31

It seemed to me a cloud enveloped us,
Thick, firm and polished and with such a gleam
As of a diamond smitten by the sun.

34

Within itself the eternal pearl
received us, just as water will receive
a beam of light remaining yet intact.

LOOKING BACK

Martin Wilson msc
MY MIND TURNS to Qoheleth these days. The "vanity of vanities"
theme, the emptiness of endeavour, has a seductive attractiveness
about it. But also the "appointed time for everything" theme. I began
Nelen Yubu in 1978, soon after being formally committed to the
Northern 'Territory. Now that I have left the Territory behind, it is
time to look back, time to gather ...
It is not easy to write on such a theme. Maybe it is really a
"time to be silent" rather than a "time to speak". There are too many
personal tactors involved to attempt anything like a complete account, even in summary form: not only intimate details of my own
life, but other people's lives as well.
For me personally it all began many years ago. It was considered
proper when we'young MSCs made formal applications for vows or
ordination that we might indicate an area of apostolate that we would
like to be involved in, especially if it had to do with a "mission" area.
1 remember applying for the Aboriginal apostolate at the time of
Final Profession. The motivation was quite a mixture, but it became
irrelevant when l was steered off' (quite happily) into academia with
philosophy in Rome after ordination.
After a stormy passage or two in 1967 I found myself teaching
philosophy in a seminary outside of Port Moresby for students for
the priesthood from Papua New Guinea and the GiIbert Islands (as
Kiribati was then called). The cultural disjointedness of Thomism and
Linguistic Analysis in such a setting was obvious enough. As I understand it, philosophy is a culture's reflection upon itself. It endeavoun
to make explicit principles and values we normally take for granted,
so as to validate them, criticise them, adapt them, embrace them or,
maybe, reject them. 1 felt 1 needed to build a bridge for myselt
across to the cultural background ot the students I was teaching if
they were going to be able to "philosophise" in their own context.
Hence I embarked on an MA in Sociology and Anthropology c o m e
at the University of Papua New Guinea. It was a great place to study
anthropology: otten our tutorial groups would include students from
the very societies we were studying. Also, I didn't have to search in a
library tor a dissertation topic: the place tor field study was obviously
where 1 was living and working as a part-time pastor. While teaching
at the seminary I had begun doing "weekend work" in the Doura
area which had only recently been transferred from the Elereina
diocese to the Port Moresby archdiocese. When I asked the Doura
people it 1 could do a study of their changing social patterns, they
were delighted - or at least the ones I asked were. I did not realise it
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at the time that they saw in me an ally in their struggle tor rights to
land and royalties. However, one finds these things out - and these
days anthropologists like to think that they have something to offer
the people in return for hospitality and information.
In 1974 1 came back south and began teaching at the Yarra
Theological Union in Box Hill,with one term at St Paul's National
Seminary, Kensington. 1 started off in philosophy, but soon realised
that with anthropology I had a lot to offer. At that time some eight
religious orden were involved at YTU, all of them with foreign mission commitments.
In 1975 my then Provincial Superior, Dennis Murphy, asked me
to set up an apostolate renewal conference in Northern Territory.
Back in Port Moresby in 1973 1 had had the job of organising a
(MSC)Provincial Missions Conterence. The three delegates who
came to it from Northern Territory had made an opening statement
to the effect that they were only there because they had to be: the
Northern Tenitory was so distinctive and unique that anything we in
the rest of the mission world might say would be of no relevance to
them, and vice versa! In view of Vatican 11 and the recently published Evangeiii Nuntimdi Dennis Murphy, as l read him, was determined to prize the NT oyster open. Hence our conference "MSC In
NT" at Daly Kiver, August 1975.
To my mind the conference took place at a propitious time. For
one thing, Evangelii Nuntimdi had opened up an entirely new mission vision. The diocese of Darwin had only just tinished its mission
film called "They Walked in Darkness". The very title indicated how
far away the diocese was in theory or practice from recognising that
the Aboriginal religious culture carried within itself "the echo of
thousands of years ot searching tor Ood..."( E N #53).
The timing of the conference was propitious for two other
reasons. One was that the tint Aboriginal priest, Pat Dodson msc,
had just been ordained in Broome. The other was that the outstation
movement was picking up in momentum, even at Daly River, the very
site 01 the conference.
As a student I remember listening to an address to us from the
then bishop of Darwin. H e told us that if we wanted to see any
result for our apostolic efforts, then don't come to the Territory.
Maybe he was attempting reverse psychology. However, we were led
to expect negative responses to anything we might attempt. Then
suddenly the Aboriginal community moved. They did not accept our
well-intended pattern of assimilating development, but said they
wanted something that was parallel but separate. From Daly River,
with full backing of the mission administration (though not of the
diocese), Harry Wilson led half the community back "home", to
Peppimenarti. I thought it would be important for us evangelisers to
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understand the dynamics of the outstation movement as much as
possible. I applied to my superiors and to Harry Wilson and the
Peppimenarti people tor permission to spend some months at Peppirnenarti, which I did trom January till May in 1976. 1 endeavoured
to be a quiet observer. At the beginning I said Mass privately in my
caravan. The Aboriginal girls objected. When I asked them if they
would like to attend, they said, "Of course1 We're Catholics aren't
we!" So it was Mass everyday after work, and Harry would round up
anybody who looked like giving it a slip. Looking back, it is sad to
remember how devout the village and its leaders were at the beginning when one is faced with the hard anti-Christian stand of recent
years. Especially after the old traditional leaders agreed to accept
baptism from Pat Dodson Peppimenarti could have become a centre
ot truly indigenising Christianity rather than what it has become
today ...
In the anthropology course I did in PNO Australian Aborigines
were mentioned only once: casually one afternoon in illustration of a
point of social change. Even though I came to the Northern Temtory
armed with an MA degree in anthropology (and a doctorate in philosophy to boot), the extent of the ignorance ot Aboriginal culture
which l had inherited from the Australian socialisation and education
process was so complete as to be scarcely believable. Even seven
years as a student in an Australian theological college preparing us,
among other things, tor mission work in Australia itselt had given me
not the slightest inkling of the richness of the religious lite and
outlook traditional to Australian Aborigines. I was introduced to that
much later by a scholar who himself Wasn't too sure about Christianity. W E H Stanner's On Aboriginal Religion opened up a whole new
world to me. But what a pity it was that this genial work was conceived, laboured at and brought into being among the very people
whom we Catholic, MSC missionaries were evangelising as if the
main thing they had to do was to forget their culture and become
black replicas of our own sorry selves. My practical conclusion was
to suggest that we set up a centre at Daly River that could help
mediate between the rich resources ot anthropology and similar
disciplines on the one hand, and the richness of traditional Aboriginal culture on the other, with the emergence of a church both truly
Aboriginal and truly .Christian in a fresh new way as the visionary
outcome.
The then bishop of Darwin did not share my enthusiasm in this
matter, but the present one, who was then MSC Missions Superior,
in conjunction with Dennis Murphy, still Australian Provincial,
managed to get him to accept the institution of Nelen Yubu Institute
at Daly River in 1977. In Ngangikurunggur, the language ot the
Peppirnenarti homeland group - which is also the main indigenous
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language used in Daly River 'community - the meaning of the title is
"good way". We were searching for "the good way to walk in obedience to Christ, in continuity with ancestral traditions and in response
to the conditions of Living in modem technological Australia", as we
were eventually to express it in the inside cover of our missiological
journal.
Nelen Yubh the periodical, first appeared in the second half ot
1978. At first it was called Tracks. I discovered that there was another periodical with the same name. Also the name was a bit corny
("tracks" along the "good way"), so I changed it to Nymuna: Nelen
Yubu Missiological Unit in Northern Australia. When the tirst professionally printed edition appeared ( N o 5 in 1980), we decided to
call it simply "Nelen Yubu". In the meantime I had decided the term
'Institute' was too high-falutin for our struggling venture, so I had
renamed it more exactly as a 'missiological unit.'
The tlrst issues of the periodical were produced as photocopies
of pages typed out laboriously by myself. In July 1979 Keren Calvert
agreed to help me with typing for a few months. The months ran into
years. She moved along with NYMU to Santa Teresa in 1980, in 1982
to Darwin, then to Garden Point via Daly River. Since 1986 she has
been doing the typesetting and records for Nelen Yubu from her
home at Leura in the Blue Mountains. We took issue No.5 to Henry
Rohr at Spectrum Publications in Richmond, Victoria. His modest
pricing and expert help has helped the periodical survive and even
expand. This paper will be carried in issue No.46. We have been
going for 13 years. Now that we have moved away from our Northern
'Temtory base, ditrerent horizons open up before us...
During 1985 1 undertook to do the section on the church's
outreach to Aborigines in the PICT program sponsored by the
National Catholic Research Council - just before its extermination.
'PIC'I" was an acronym for Pastoral Investigation of Contemporary
Trends. One of the dynamics I noted in Catholic Aboriginal communities right around Australia was a desire in some way to appropriate
the church and really share in its ministry. When my Society offered
me some sabbatical leave in 1987 I went off to the Lumko Intemational Course in South Africa. 1 had heard that the Lumko Missiological Institute (with which the lrish MSCs had been involved) was
working up programs tbr the development of indigenous ministries.
When I got to Lumko they said, yes, they were developing such
programs, but I had to realise that the basic pre-condition fbr the
emergence of indigenous ministries was the development of the sort
of basic communities out ot which such ministries emerge.

(to be continued)

BOOK REVIEW:

LAND M M K S : A Spiritual
Search in a Southern Land, by
Eugene L) S t o c k t o n , P a r i s h

Ministry Publications, Box 227
PO, Eastwood, NSW, 2 1 2 2 ,
Australia, 1990.
Land Marks is an inspiring artpiece, well written, constructed
with exquisite care.
1 recall that in June of 1985,
as we shared quarters at Nungalinya College, Darwin, Eugene
Stockton and 1 talked over a
draft article on Australim spirituality. It was, even then, the
truit ot enormous research and
labour; better perhaps, a dear
expression of his very life and
nature. Eugene said he hoped to
develop it into a book. That
original draft article appeared, 1
think, as a s u p p l e m e n t t o
Compass Theology Review s h o ~ t ly atter. The book Land Marks
appeared last year. l can only
say: 'Mother, congratulations! It
was worth the long travail.'
Land Marks is based theologically on the biblical idea 01
the messianic community being a
pilgrim people, unified around
the person of Messiah Jesus
Christ.
Four parts consider: 1) setting out; 2) journeying uphill;
3) travelling together and finally,
4) our searching ended.
The opening section of each
pan entitled Australian Setting
gives the book its distinctive
flavour. The familiar, homely
landscape moves our heart and

mind as we pass through it: it is
'a search', 'a gamble', through
'wide open spaces'. At times we
move over 'parched ground',
indeed across 'desert'. But the
earth beneath our feet is 'good
earth' as 'through sun and rain'
we travel on in friendly company
('mates', and a few 'larrikins'),
till we arrive at journey's end.
Each chapter concludes with
brief helpful reflections, leading
biblical references and some
further reading pointers to works
of recent date.
T o n y Kelly in A N e w
hasiniog: Towards m Australian Spirituality, Collins Dove,
Melbourne, 1990; and Muriel
Porter in Land o f the Spirit? :
The Awtraliao Rdgzous Erpen'ence, WCC Pub!ications,
Geneva, 1990, both cover much
the same ground with ditterent
emphases. A common feature:
all three pay diligent attention to
the Aboriginal ingredient.
I t has been a rich year in
Australian spiritual exploration.
We n o w eagerly await t h e
promised volume of papers and
other contributions t o the
National Conference on Aboriginal Spirituality and Perceptions
of Christianity, held at Adare
House, Victor Harbour, South
Australia, 2-6 A u g u s t 1990.
Organisers: the Department of
Religious Studies, University of
Sydney. An audio-cassette is
available.

Dan O'Donovan

FROM THE SECRETARY'S DESK.
What an exciting festive season I
had in 1990-91 1 A pre-Christmas visit for a few weeks by my
younger daughter Judy, and my
two grandchildren (I travelled
the length of the Hume Highway
between Sydney and Melbourne
four times in o n e m o n t h t o
accompany them and share the
drivingl) Then a visit by elder
daughter Frances, who flew out
from Germany, arriving at Leura
on CMstmas Eve1 The celebrations and reunions were overwhelming. And in between all
this Fr Wilson moved from the
NT to Sydney which necessitated
much voyaging between the Blue
Mountains and the sea to execute various Neien Yubu jobs. I
want to thank Frs Bany Brundell
and Claude Mostowik for their
ongoing hospitality to me: they
made me so very welcome at
'Dadim', not only to stay there
but also to share many luscious
meals and much hilarity with
them. At our Christmas Midnight Mass Fr Wilson concelebrated at Leura
so a truly
remarkable Christmas 1990 for
me1

-

To crown my joy I was able
at long last t o meet F r Fred
Mordaunt msc from PNG. He
was at Kensington for a short
time and asked Fr Wilson t o
take me to see him because we
had corresponded for a long
time b u t h a d never met. A
charming person with, as I'd
suspected, a' delicious sense of

..
humour. Oreat t o meet you,
Father Fred, and I hope on your
next trip south from PNG you
will be able to make i t to Leura
for some nostalgic ramblings.

L a t e r in J a n u a r y , during
another stay at 'Dadirri', I visited F r a e r r y Doody msc a t
Drummoyne. Years ago we had
met in Leura at 'the convent on
the hill', together with Fr Saap
msc who'd i n t r o d u c e d us.
Another charming priest to add
to my holiday joy and whom I
hope to see again from time to
time. Thank you for having me
over that morning, Father.
My appreciation too to all
those thoughtful friends who
sent me cards and letters, as well
as arranging for Novena Masses
and prayers. Too numerous to
mention, but they all know how
grateful I am for their generous
thoughts.

Yam Creek
One such letter was from
my cousin, Fr John Fallon msc
who told me there had been
a n o t h e r flash flood in Yam
Creek on the Santa Teresa road.
I take it these don't occur very
often in that creek, but I will
never forget the time that I was
caught in one, back in the early
'80s.
I was to leave Santa Teresa
next day t o fly from Alice
Springs to Sydney in order t o
board a Q a n t a s plane f o r
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Germany to visit Frances for a
few weeks There had been a
bad airlinestrike and it wasn't
certain that 1 could even transshlp in Sydney
I had no
option but to try. So I'd gone
into town to have my hair set for
the occasion, then we went to
the drive-in along with half the
statf 01 t h e Alice presbytery.
There was a lot of distant lightning but n o rain, and the films
lasted, as so often in the Alice,
till after midnight. Instead of
returning as usual to the presbytery for supper, Father decided
to push on to Santa Teresa to
collect all my gear tor the next
day's journey. It was a hot, still
night but with no other sign of a
storm looming.
After crossing Altar [Ultja]
Creek it was noticed that there
was some water lying in pools
on both sides of the road. Being
a greenhorn 1 wondered how it
had got there without rain, when
suddenly rounding a bend t o
cross the 'dry' Yam Creek we
were confronted with a wall 01
water! The creek was full and
running a banker. Goggle-eyed,
we ground t o a halt. My first
reaction was t o return t o t h e
Alice presbytery, but Father
after some deep thought decided
to attempt to drive through! 1
wanted t o get out and either
wait on the roadside till morning
or begin the 8Okm trek back to
town by myself. 1 was told to
sit tight. Putting a sack over the
radiator he started the engine,
then we began a creeping shuffle
down the bank into the creek.

-

Terrified, I watched the water
come halfway up the outside of
the d o o r but mercifully none
entered the cabin of the truck.
Then very gracefully the engine
died. 'That's it: we've had it!'
said the driver.
Taking a grip on myselt I
asked how we were going to get
back to the mission from a tloating truck? I was to find that out
p r e t t y quickly. T h e Intrepid
driver said he would open his
door and step down into the
water, and I should tollow him
through the door but climb up
towards the roof and wait. 'But 1
have my handbag here with all
my airline tickets and Deutschmarken in it,' I wailed, 'I'll lose
them in t h e flood.' I wanted
him t o open his window just a
little and somehow climb out,
leaving me in the dry cabin, but
he could not fit through such a
small space. Without more ado,
clutching the precious handbag
out h e went, i n r u s h e d t h e
water, and up I went. I watched
him inch his way into the depths
till it was u p t o his shoulders
then, handbag held high above
his head, he began to climb up
the farther bank. He called out
that we could just manage t o
wade across and that there was
plenty of moonlight to help us.
So, depositing the bag on dry
ground he came back, levered
me down trom the roof and very
gingerly we began to cross. I
lost a sandal as we went into the
water; halfway over the sandal
floated past and I grabbed it, at
the s a m e t i m e yelling t h a t I

Secretary's Desk
thought t h e r e was a s n a k e
around my ankle, but it turned
out to be my long skirt swirling
in t h e c u r r e n t . Panicking, 1
yelped: 'l can't go onl' Brutally
1 was told: 'Why don't you swim
for it? You can swim, can't
you?' 'Yes', 1 cried, 'but I've
just been to the hairdresser and
1 can't get my hair wet nowl'
That did it. (Br Cletus Read,
who has an article in this issue,
always enjoyed that punchline;
he said it was the best part 01
the whole sorry tale.) Exasperation oozed from t h e already
troubled w a t e l s , b u t o n we
pushed, fighting against t h e
eddying flood, stumbling over
rocks, heads barely above water,
till we began to rise on the other
side.
Once out of t h e water, 1
suggested Father walk on t o
Santa Teresa and bring some
help and 1 would follow at my
own pace. H e didn't need any
second bidding: off he shot and
I could s e e his white s h i r t
bounding along the old road tor
about five minutes. T h e n 1
decided that instead of walking
along in ringing wet clothes and
sandals, I'd s i t down o n t h e
roadside and wait for help. I t
was a hot beautitul night, with a
dingo howling in the distance,
night birds slowly winging
overhead trom nearby mesas,
and 1 was so happy in that very

isolated and mystical land that I
forgot about the trauma of the
situation, or how I would ever
be able to get back to Nice next
day t o fly t o Sydney! I just
drank in the beauty around me,
sitting out on the plain after
midnight all alone, wrapt in such
inviting and friendly country.
Eventually a truck turned up
and next day the creek went
down enough for me to be ferried back across it and returned
to Alice en route to Sydney and
Europe.
A n d on my r e t u r n from
Germany, spending a night at
the Alice presbytery and talking
with Fr Dennis Murphy and
others, he asked me with a grin:
'I believe you had to carry Fr
Wilson on your back across Yam
Creek? Tell us about it, Kerenl'
Well, perhaps it wasn't quite as
bad a s t h a t , b u t it certainly
caused gales of laughter to ring
around the room that night.

I h o p e t h a t n o b o d y was
caught in the recent Yam Creek
tlash flood - and if they were
that they hadn't just been to the
hairdresser.
Best wishes t o all from
Nden Yubu

BULLETIN BOARD
LITURO Y AND ABORIGINAL INPUT: Suggestions by Kay
McPadden RSI (Lake ChrgeUigo, NSWj

,Headbands:
Red - Continnation, and tor adults.
White, yellow, brown or tlag colours

- children in any celebrarion.

Banner:
Baptism and Funerals (other times).
Words trom Gospel or Church documents, e.g. John Paul I1 at Alice
Springs, or Vatican I1 as follows: 'Through Christ, every person has
the same divine dignity and destiny.'
Ministries:
Music in ministry.
The Word - reading; reading in story-telling form; homily; eulogy;
giving the message; use 01 message stick in Gospel procession or
reading; use of story board or painting; dance/mime.

Other Usages:
Coolamon - tor Baptism; Aspersions; Reconciliation; Procession of
Gifts.
Fire - Liturgy done around tire; Baptism (warming baby); c'onfirmation.
Smoke
Reconciliation Sacrament; reconciliation in Lirurgy of
Eucharist.
Anointing - Baptism (all over tor infants); Confirmation (paint for
oil).

-

All ot these were garnered from friends in the apostolate (as
they will recognise) and trom my own experiences. My intention
originally was that they were to be used where and when appropriate.

